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6 The electromagnetic spectrum

3 Herschel’s experiment 4 Fringes around the shadow of a 
needle placed in the path of a laser beam

5 Maxwell’s differential equations

 ∇ • E = ρ
ε0

 ∇ • B = 0

 ∇ × E = − ∂B
∂t

 ∇ × B = μ0J + μ0ε0 
∂E
∂t

E electric field (V m−1 or N C−1)
B magnetic flux density (T or Wb m−2) 
J current density (A m−2) 
ρ  charge density (C m−3)
∂  differentiate with respect to one 

variable (t) with all others constant
∇  del operator used when differentiating 

vectors
ε0  permittivity of a vacuum, 

8.85 × 10−12 F m−1

μ0  permeability of a vacuum, 
4π × 10−7 H m−1

1800
Sir William Herschel (1738–1822) (PHYSICS REVIEW 
Vol. 23, No. 4, pp. 16–17) was using a prism to 
investigate sunlight when he was surprised to find 
that a thermometer (used to monitor air temperature) 
showed a higher reading when placed just beyond 
the red end of the spectrum (3). He concluded that 
there must be some invisible ‘infrared’ radiation. 
A year later, Johann Ritter (1776–1810) discovered 
ultraviolet radiation. 

1803
Thomas Young (1773–1829) gave a talk at the Royal 
Society in London describing how a beam of light 
from a narrow slit produced coloured ‘fringes’ around 
the shadow of an object placed in its path (4). He 
explained this in terms of diffraction, arguing that 
light consists of waves, not particles. 1862

Scottish physicist James Clerk Maxwell (1831–1879) published 
a set of differential equations that describe how a changing 
electric field produces a magnetic field, and vice versa (5). 
Their solution predicted the existence of electromagnetic waves 
that travel in a vacuum at the speed of light:

c = 1
  μ0ε0

 = 3.00 × 108 m s−1

Maxwell’s equations predicted a spectrum of electromagnetic 
waves with a very wide range of frequencies (6). Some 
regions of the spectrum were already known and others were 
discovered later. 
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1 Ibn al-Haytham depicted 
on a 1980 Iraqi banknote

7 Hertz’s apparatus

no
electrons

= 700 nm
E = 1.77 eV
λ

vmax = 2.96 × 105 m s–1

vmax = 6.22 × 105 m s–1

= 550 nm
E = 2.25 eV
λ = 400 nm

E = 3.1 eV
λ

potassium:    = 2.0 eVϕ

8 The photoelectric effect

c. 1000 AD
In his Book of Optics, Arab scientist ibn al-Haytham (965–1040) 
(1) used his own observations and experiments to describe a 
theory of vision in which objects are perceived because they 
scatter light, which then enters the eye. Previously, it was 
thought that vision involved the eye emitting ‘visual rays’. 

1704
Sir Isaac Newton (1643–1727) published descriptions and 
diagrams of his experiments with light (2). He showed that the 
colours in a spectrum were already present in white light, rather 
than being produced by a prism, and proposed that light consisted 
of ‘corpuscles’ (particles) whose speed depended on their colour. 

1880s
German physicist Heinrich Hertz (1857–1894) predicted, from 
Maxwell’s equations, that electromagnetic waves would be 
produced when a high voltage made an electric spark. In 1886 
he succeeded in generating ‘wireless’ (radio) waves (7) and, 
by measuring their frequency and wavelength (about 4 m), 
confirmed that they travelled at the speed of light. He also 
noticed that illuminating metal with ultraviolet helped the 
production of sparks — an example of the photoelectric effect.

1905
Albert Einstein (1879–1955) explained the 
photoelectric effect in terms of photons (‘packets’ of 
radiation) (8). The maximum kinetic energy of an 
ejected electron is:

½mv 2max = E − φ

where φ, the metal’s work function, is the minimum 
energy needed to dislodge an electron. E is the 
photon energy, which is related to the frequency, 
f, and wavelength,λ, of the corresponding 
electromagnetic wave:

E = hf = 
hc
λ

where h is the Planck constant, 6.63 × 10−34 J s. Both 
a wave model and a particle model are needed to 
describe the behaviour of electromagnetic radiation. 
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